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FROM EAST TO WEST 
Zen and body ! 
 
The Westerner is conditioned to a mechanistic understanding of the body. University had me 

convinced that the human body was the sum of its parts, and that it was opposed to what we call the 

mind. 

Upon his return from Japan, where he immersed in the world of Zen for over ten years, Graf 

Dürckheim offered a very different vision of the body: The living body in its globality and unity. He 

writes: “Western understanding thinks reality as a collection of objects; the eastern mind sees 

reality as a set of processes, of events”. 

This observation leads Graf Dürckheim to the dissociation of these two approaches we call the 

body: the body Man HAS (Körper) and the body man IS (Leib). 

He highlights the fact that, when we practice the exercise named zazen, we engage the body we are, 

and not the body-tool, the body-object, the objectified body. 

Hence, this question he often asked those who practiced zazen: “are you sure the way you practice 

zazen… is really zazen?” 

This question should also draw the attention of those practicing Yoga, Tai Chi and other artistic, 

hand-crafted, and martial disciplines specific to the Japanese tradition. 

Here is what Christian Bobin wrote in the forward of the volume “Art and Spirituality in Japan” 

“For some time now, the West has been stealing from the East, what they think is their wisdom. 

Those involved in this pillaging, distort, and misinterpret merely what they understand as: 

techniques, recipes, knowledge”1 

If you ask a Zen master why it is good to practice zazen, his answer is sharp: “What good is there to 

practice zazen? Only one goal, the awakening of Man to his true nature as a human being” Our true 

nature! What is that? 

Very simple. Before becoming a being of Reason, man is a being of Nature. A being of nature 

whom, as any natural being (a flower, a tree, an animal) develops and exists only in a general, 

universal being we call NATURE. 

 
																																																								
1	Like	the	Moon	in	the	middle	of	Water,	Art	and	Spirituality	in	Japan.	Yoko	Orimo.	Le	Prunier	Ed.	



 

It is the equation formulated by Martin Heidegger: 

“I live because I am a living being” – “I think because I am thinking being”. 

The equation East-West is inevitable when we teach or practice an exercise which is rooted in the 

East or Far-East. It is less a question of adapting the exercise (zazen, yoga, archery, etc.) to the 

western mind than to inviting the westerner to open to the Eastern mind. 

“We do not practice zazen to master life but to unite to life” (K.G.D.) 

Thus, the injunction of practicing without a goal. 

With no other goal than the awakening to our true nature. For the westerner, engaging in the 

exercise poses serious problems and considerable reluctance. 

Even more, since we are invited to open to a perspective of reality which is unusual:   A direct 

vision of reality, without passing through mental, intellectual reflexion. It is in this sense that 

passing from the idea of – I have a body – to the experience of -body I am- is fundamental. 

IchLeib, the body I am, is a field of transformation. 

When I was in Rütte (where I stayed five years) Graf Dürckheim regularly asked me “Do you want 

to change? Do you really want to change?” 

It is a good question. Because my answer attested, I had not understood the question. My desire was 

to change a lot of things to better control my life. While the question asked by the old sage in the 

Black Forest concerned the transformation of myself by engaging on the path of maturing to unite 

with the intentions of life. 

I had to pass from the question: “What am I awaiting from life?” to the question “What is life 

awaiting from me?” 

A question concerning the future? After years of exercises? NO! 

What is life awaiting from me… here and now. 

Henceforth, the question of the practice of the Way in our daily life becomes crucial… Daily life as 

field of practice. A theme which could just as well be the title of the next newsletter? 

	
Jacques	Castermane	

 
 

 
Translation from French: Céline Jouenne 
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